Summer 2021

From your Chairman
Claire Knight
So the summer solstice has been and gone and dare I say it, the nights
are starting to get darker!
We are enjoying a very busy and successful calendar of events which
have mainly been very well attended and there are plenty more
exciting events planned before winter so please check on the website
or Facebook page to see what is going on, all dates are also included
in this newsletter.
As always, we here at East Mendip celebrate every success of all our
members, so if you have any news to share, please contact our
Facebook page so that we can give you a mention.
I hope you all enjoy the newsletter, thank you to Margaret, Alex and Jo
Hobbs for putting it all together.
Stay safe everyone and see you all soon.
Claire and Gucci
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Montage from EMRC Spring/Summer Events!
Have a go Trec with Karen Butt, 3rd April 2021

“What a lovely day, thank you
Karen for a great session.”
“I had a wonderful time, thank
you all.”
“We had a lovely time, thank
you for your encouragement.”
Arena XC with Kim Pitman, 8th May 2021

“Arena cross country was a
really good clinic. Thank you.”
“I came away feeling quite
positive, thank you everyone.”
“Had a great time, thank you.”

Simulated XC on Grass with Kim Pitman, 15th May 2021

“Very enjoyable, fantastic,
thank you Kim.”
“Absolutely well chuffed with
my girl today, we jumped some
things we have never jumped
before. Thank you so much.”
Have a go dressage with Gill Longhurst, 29th May 2021

“Gill’s feedback was invaluable
between tests, those tweaks
made such a big difference.
Thank you Gill and all the
helpers for making it an
enjoyable outing.”
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Montage from EMRC Spring/Summer Events!
Continued…..
Combined Training clinic with Ellie Maguire and Kim Pitman, 20th June 2021

“I have had the most amazing
day, learnt so much, thank you
to everyone.”
“Great session as always,
thanks! Look forward to the
next.”

Members Only Dressage Competition, 27th June 2021
“First attempt at proper
dressage today, chuffed to
bits. Couldn’t be happier.
Thank you to all at EMRC.”
“Great EMRC well organised
dressage competition, thank
you Jo Rossiter and helpers.”

EMRC Merchandise

Fancy being adorned in EMRC gear?
Visit www.gggear.co.uk for purchasing all of these lovely items!
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Rally Day at Downlands Equestrian 5th June 2021
Suzy Dymond-White
I am a mixture of cowardice and curiosity so decided to offer to host the Rally Day so I could learn
from Charlotte's Show Jumping and Olympian Sam Griffiths' Cross Country Schooling without the
risk of terror and humiliation by taking Duke!
It was a brilliant day - Charlotte got the most out of everyone but no-one seemed over-faced and
there was complete understanding when some said they had done enough and thought it right to
stand down. We all know what a truly compassionate trainer Charlotte is and what fun we
have with her while getting great tuition.
Sam Griffiths was unknown to most of us and his Olympic Legend status was quite daunting.
However he took a group of 5 who all had different levels of experience, confidence and riding
skill. He was patient, understanding and it certainly looked like everyone got the chance to stretch
themselves and their horses without pressure. I clipped onto his phrase 'it's OK to go round
anything you want to' - those words and his relaxed friendly style mean that next time (I hope
there is one) I will don my brave pants, have a whisper in Duke's ear and be out there!
See you then!!
Suzy

“Had the best day at the EMRC rally today - such a lovely bunch of
people. I’m so lucky to be involved with this fab riding club! Show
jumping with Charlotte Wake and then an afternoon rally with
Olympic medallist and Badminton winner Sam Griffiths, which was
awesome and something I never thought I would get to do! He was
an excellent instructor; very perceptive and so calm and explained
everything brilliantly!”
Continue reading to hear more from Mell on the next page
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Rally Day at Downlands Equestrian 5th June 2021
Mell Stamp
On June 5th, EMRC held a fantastic day rally at Downlands. The weather could not have been
better for this event, and after so long in lockdown, it was a joy to be out in the sunshine with
fellow riders having a good old fashioned EMRC day out!
The morning kicked off with course jumping practice, under the expert tuition of Charlotte Wake,
who didn’t hold back on the course building, asking some difficult questions with twists and turns,
changes of direction, related distances and a cheeky skinny off of a dog leg to finish – a fabulous
course, excellent company and helpful tuition got the morning off to a fabulous start. Although I
still haven’t quite recovered from that triple bar off the corner..!
I can be confident in saying that those of us who rode in the afternoon clinic were all a little star
struck when Sam Griffiths turned up to teach us all. However, his calm manner, interest in us and
our horses, and good humour soon put us all at ease. We started by each telling Sam a bit about
ourselves and our horses and then jumping a small 60cm brush fence whilst Sam quietly watched
us in turn and made notes. After this, he spoke to each of us and gave us a run down of our
riding, our horse and how we could improve our XC. His observations were spot on and the tips
he gave me personally changed my XC riding pretty much instantly. The level of expertise Sam
has with his years of experience watching and riding many different types of horses is invaluable.
My favourite part of the day was the way he taught us to go down the steps, explaining the way
he approached them and how this came from trail riding in the Australian Bush when he was
younger- and how much we have to trust our own horses’ natural instincts to keep us safe.
Anyone who knows me personally, will know that downhill jumps are the single most terrifying
thing in riding for me. It is a testament therefore to Sam’s reassuring and gentle manner of
teaching that I felt comfortable to canter down the steps with my reins on the buckle, allowing
Pippa to put her head down as far as she needed to. I feel like I vanquished many demons on the
course that day and so did my fellow riders. All of us walked away from the session more
confident and with a whole new toolkit for riding XC, and I will definitely be booking in for another
session with Sam this summer!

Thank you so much to Sam and Charlotte as well as to the EMRC cheerleaders/ hydrators/ horse
holders/ confidence givers/ photographers who were on the ground – you guys were amazing.
I can’t wait to do it all again! (and this is from the Dressage Diva!)
Mell
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Mounted Murder Mystery 12th June 2021
Sally Walker
It was a hot day for my third EMRC activity, the “Mounted Murder Mystery” which had a very
cheesy (excuse the pun) plot devised and hosted by Anne Pearse. This found us riding around
the countryside collecting clues and sifting the information obtained to come up with a name for
the villain of the piece, and identifying where various activities were based and why. Who knew
that the stolen covid jabs were hidden in the cheese? That Boris could cycle from Cornwall and
be in East Pennard by 9:30 am? That Whisky went with anything cheese flavoured? And that Matt
Hancock had been murdered by a journalist? Well certainly not me, because I didn’t get it right,
but it was fun trying!
The ride, almost 8 miles according to my “app” was most enjoyable, along very quiet (deserted)
roads and green lanes, and although hot and sunny, the gentle breeze made for a good riding
temperature. We had set off in pairs or threes at staggered intervals; and we collected together
on our return to eat our packed lunches, discuss and submit our team answers, listen to the
correct solution (some were nearer than others!) and enjoy the prize giving. The prizes consisted
of the most comprehensive and delicious looking food parcels and rosettes to the best three
teams.

Thank you for being on my team Debbie/Neiro and Sue/Dancer, Queenie and I very much
enjoyed your company! I may not be a super sleuth, but Queenie and I had a fabulous time and
found everyone very friendly and welcoming!
My thanks to Anne for hosting the location, and writing the script, planning the route, hiding (!) the
clues, and the rest of the organising team, the various suspects and fellow competitors for making
this such an enjoyable day!
Sally
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HAPPY 6TH BIRTHDAY EMRC
You are cordially invited to our Birthday Party!
Date:

Saturday 14th August 2021

Time:

12noon-4pm

Venue:

Waggon & Horses, Doulting, BA4 6LA

We are pleased to be able to offer each party-goer a ham
and cheese ploughman’s lunch or a vegetarian option. You
can purchase drinks from the bar, and we may also have
cake!
We will be holding a raffle so please bring a prize; all
proceeds from the raffle will go to MBBA.
Limited numbers so please RSVP to Jo at
eastmendipridingclub@gmail.com

24th-26th September 2021
Stockland Lovell

Our annual camp is now only a couple of months away and I have sent out the booking form to
those who have booked a place. Please have a look for this in your email inboxes, complete and
return to me ASAP.
Kim and Charlotte are booked for our training sessions whilst we are at the amazing venue of
Stockland Lovell, and I can confirm that we are running a dressage only camp for those of you
who, like myself, prefer to keep all four hooves on the ground!
We currently have 18 members booked so I do have space for
a couple more. If you are interested, please send me an email
to find out more information claireknight878@hotmail.co.uk.
Covid rules are changing all of the time but I will plan the best
camp that I am able to, in line with the regulations at the time.
I look forward to seeing you all there!

Pack your bags,
we’re off to Camp!

Claire
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Autumn Training Clinics 2021
Terms and Conditions for Clinics – Please Read
Each session is an hour long and a cost of £20 per rider unless indicated otherwise. We will
endeavor to make sure there are no more than four in a class. All training clinics are held at
Kingfisher Equestrian, BA7 7PS.
Please note that if you cancel five days or less before the clinic, you will still have to pay
unless we can find someone else to take your place.
To book a Clinic
To book Poles for Dressage or Gill Longhurst’s Flatwork sessions please email Julie at:
Juliebookings@eastmendiprc.com
To book Show Jumping or Jane Read’s Flatwork sessions, please email Karen at:
Karenbookings@eastmendiprc.com
To book John Hansen’s Flatwork session, please email Jo at:
eastmendipridingclub@gmail.com
Payment
We prefer payments directly into the bank. Please do not bring cash to the clinic.
NatWest, Frome, Sort Code: 60 08 31, Account Number: 63700298.
Please put your name and the clinic date on the reference.
Alternatively, please pop a cheque made payable to East Mendip Riding Club in the post to
12 Mendip Vale, Coleford, Radstock, BA3 5PP. Please put your name and clinic date on the
back of the cheque.
Can we please ask that you do not pay for any booked clinics until the times email goes
out. It is very difficult to keep track of early payments with so many transactions going
through the bank.
Please note payment should be made BEFORE
the clinic and not after!
We can now offer refreshments again!!! It is £1 per person, for as many drinks
as you like, so remember to bring your EMRC insulated mug with you!
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Autumn 2021 Training Clinics

All clinics will be held at Kingfisher Equestrian, Hornblotton, BA7 7PS as usual.
Please clear up your mess before leaving the venue, taking all your rubbish and poo home.
Clinic Dates:
Flatwork with Gill Longhurst (book with Julie Dawson)
Sunday 12th September 2021
Saturday 2nd October 2021
Sunday 7th November 2021
Saturday 11th December 2021
Flatwork with Jane Read (book with Karen Abrey)
Saturday 27th November 2021
Flatwork with John Hansen (book with Jo Rossiter)
Saturday 23rd October 2021
Poles for Dressage with Charlotte Wake (book with Julie Dawson)
Saturday 4th September 2021
Sunday 10th October 2021
Saturday 13th November 2021
Sunday 5th December 2021
Show Jumping with Kim Pitman (book with Karen Abrey)
Saturday 18th September 2021
Sunday 17th October 2021
Sunday 21st November 2021
Saturday 18th December 2021 - Christmas Show Jumping!

Hostess
We usually like two helpers for each session - especially for Show Jumping, so if you can help on
any of the above dates, please email the organiser.
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Volunteer Reward Scheme
I think there is some confusion with the new Volunteer Reward system, so I am hoping to make it
a bit clearer!

•

For every four hours of volunteering you will receive a £5 credit.

•

Each quarter the volunteer spreadsheet will be reviewed and those who have accrued 4
hours will be offered their £5 credit. Debbie Pickford our Treasurer will contact you.

•

The quarters are;
Quarter 1 – January, February, March. Credits will be issued at the beginning of April
Quarter 2 – April, May, June. Credits will be issued at the beginning of July
Quarter 3 – July, August, September. Credits will be issued at the beginning of October
Quarter 4 – October, November, December. Credits will be issued at the beginning of
January

•

Any hours under 4, and over 4 will be carried forward to the next quarter.

•

Credits cannot be used in the quarter they are earned – they will be issued at the end of the
quarter for use by the end of the membership year.

•

The credit offered must be used in the same membership year. Unused credits will NOT be
carried forward to the next membership year.

•

The exception is if the credit is accrued in Quarter 4, October, November, December. This
can be carried over, and is to be used before the end of March of the following membership
year.

•

To use the reward, email Debbie (debbiepickford@outlook.com) when you make your
payment so she can update her records.

•

The maximum rewards that can be earned throughout the year is £40 – so the equivalent to
two clinics.

If the system becomes onerous or complicated, we reserve the right to amend it for next year.
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The Endurance Experience
Debbie Pickford and Bandit
Like many others, I really enjoy my hacking but find that a lot of the time, I go out on my own due
to others not being available to ride when I do. Quite a bit of road work has to be taken into
account but I am lucky my horse, Bandit, is brilliant in traffic and I can ride him anywhere, past
anything.
I have done a couple of fun rides with him which were great fun, but I felt that I wanted something
more. At a riding club clinic, I was chatting to Ella Hooper and she suggested I should have a look
at Endurance.
Bandit is a cob and in my mind, cobs were not built for endurance riding. I had the preconception
that Arabs or Arab types were what was needed for this kind of sport but Ella assured me that all
types of horses and ponies can take part, and explained that you don’t necessarily have to race
against a load of other horses and riders, it is more about your own way of going.
I decided to join Endurance GB and entered my first ride, Hardy’s, again the doubts crept in,
would he be fit enough? Would I be fit enough? I bought myself a flashy new bridle so that I would
at least look the part even if I didn’t have a clue what I was doing! I didn’t necessary ride any
more than I normally do to get him fit, he is ridden 5/6 times a week with some schooling, short
fast rides if I’m in a rush and some longer ones of around 10 miles if I can squeeze them in.
We set off, Ella had said she would ride with me and her crew would help me. I can honestly say
I had the time of my life, everyone was so friendly and helpful, the manners of all the riders were
second to none, no galloping past unannounced, people asked permission. It was an amazing
experience, we covered 29 km that day with an average speed of 9.3 km/h and managed to bag a
grade 3. The riding and scenery were outstanding, and I must say, I am hooked.
Think you don’t have the right type of horse? Take a leaf out of my book and give it a go, you
won’t be disappointed.
Debbie
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Dressage Divas
Mell Stamp
EMRC E-Riders Team News
Wow! What an amazing few months we have had in the world of the Dressage Divas! It has been
amazing to see how our team has really taken off! There are so many of us on the chat now and
so many of us are out there having a go which is what it is all about! So much love on the Diva
chat as well, everyone is so supportive and it makes me so proud that I am a part of a club with
such a fab bunch of folks. Anyway, enough of the awards ceremony speech – on to the round up!
E-Riders Dressage - Riding Club League
We started off as a two, Ella Hooper and myself, back in the dark and windy days of February
when this venture began… Ella was holding the fort for EMRC representing with style! Fast
forward to June where we had 12 members competing across the levels Intro- Novice and we are
now 4th overall in the league! Madness! A massive shoutout goes to those who placed within the
top 10 in June.
Intro
Debbie Pickford and Bandito in 3rd place in a HUGE class with 68.75%
Deborah Fowles and Hot Head Heidi in 7th place with 66.66%
Ella Hooper and Ezme’s Dream in 8th place with 66.45%
Sandi Leach and Shady in 9th place with 66.25%
Karen Butt and Trevor Hall Elle in 10th place with 66.04%
Prelim
Sue Hamblin and Cappog Roller in 7th place with 67.80%
Samantha Quirke and Rioja Sunrise in 9th place with 67%
and our own EMRC Chairman, Claire Knight and Marstowes Gucci 5th in the
Novice class (and a medium trot that makes me so jealous!!) with 67.86%.
Whilst we celebrate these awesome achievements, I also want to say a MAHOOOSIVE well done
to EVERYONE who is taking part, filming videos, wheeling out their matchy matchy, getting
husbands, fellow liveries, children and Pivo (!) to film, remembering the big list of stuff you have to
say at the start and then getting entries in on time, despite pants weather, having to hire arenas
or creating arenas in fields. You guys rock! I so enjoy the support and camaraderie on the group
chat!
BUT WE NEED MORE OF YOU TO JOIN US!
It is simple, easy and straightforward, and you don’t even have to dress up unless you want to!
Get in touch with myself or Ella Hooper and we will add you to the chat.
Other things

Area 12 Dressage to Music qualifiers at KSEC - Pippa and I went to this
event and came a respectable 3rd place with 67.7%. Unfortunately, I didn’t
qualify this time but I hope to try again in the winter season.

Area 12 Dressage Competition on 24th July - I haven’t been able to field a
team for this event but a couple of us are hoping to represent the club as
individuals. Watch this space!

Quest Team - I am still looking for folks so please message me if you are
interested in creating a Quest Team, probably for winter season
competitions. PM me on Facebook or email me for more info.
misssmithdramateacher@hotmail.co.uk
Have a fabulous summer everyone!
Mell
(Continued on the next page, from Ella Hooper)
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E-Riders Riding Club League
Ella Hooper
I will be the first to hold my hands up and say I'm not the best when it comes to
doing flat work. It's not that I don't enjoy it, far from it! Leela on the other hand is
not a willing partner! To be fair to her, it's a far cry from her normal job as an
endurance horse. Who wants to go in circles when you could just go fast in a
straight line?!
During the last year I have struggled, like many of us, with motivation. I need an
aim. A goal to work towards. All of this was taken away from us. I was lost without
the endurance season and no goals.
Until I found E-Riders.
A friend suggested I tried it. Online dressage hey? Nothing ventured nothing
gained and all that. I did my research and realised that this online dressage
malarkey may be the answer to my problem!! We could compete without leaving
home (ideal as we were all still grounded at the time) and I would have something
to work towards every month. Leela and I started our dressage campaign the
latter part of last year. We found a willing victim to film our tests and I was even
able to enter and upload the videos myself (I'm TERRIBLE with computers!!!)
which was a blessing.
Things were looking up again and Leela and I were even doing pretty well. Then things got even
better. E-Riders introduced the new Riding Club League. It couldn't have been more prefect!
Something our club could get involved with as a team. We couldn't be together physically but
virtually we could have fun together again. How fantastic!
There is now twenty plus members involved in our E-Riders team. We have posted every month
since March. Currently we are forth in a league of twenty other clubs in the country. Some
members are also on the individual league table as well. A fantastic achievement considering we
never ride together!

If you’re interested and want to know more, please get in touch with the club. Its
a fantastic thing to be involved with and most importantly great fun.
As for Leela and myself, we have managed to qualify for the summer
championships and will be filming our tests shortly. A goal we never knew was
achievable.
Ella
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A complete novice gives you feedback on
The Equidance Live Dismounted BRC Demo
Suzy Dymond-White
In a race to the bottom, my IT skills would be challenged only by my ability to ride a dressage test!
Just ask anyone who witnessed me and Duke at the recent Have a Go Dressage at Kingfisher.
I’m not sure how I found myself volunteering to watch an Equidance webinar and write a few lines
about it for you all but I do like to explore new horizons.
Equidance is a meeting of the recording industry and dressage. Set up by Tony Hobden and Kelly
Jewell who want to make freestyle music available to everyone. Their aim is to provide world
class music for all levels, not just for world class riders. They do ridden demos around the country
and there were plenty of video clips to whet your appetite. One example was a coloured cob
(what a star!) to show that it isn’t all about expensive warmbloods.
So, Freestyle……. Where do you start? How can you improve?

Goal setting
You could be doing it for fun, to give yourself confidence, to take the pressure off by not having to
remember a test! It doesn’t have to be about winning but if you want to do well the music is
important. It’s the music and the interpretation of it that matters. You have to follow the music –
the music won’t follow you. There are a lot of points at stake here.

Floor plan
There was an interview with Stef Eardley who writes a floor plan for you but first gets to know the
rider, the horse and the ability and level they are at. Some people ask for a busy test to keep the
horse focussed but generally a flowing test works best. It is important to enhance technical ability
without interrupting the flow; the horse and rider must work fluently as a pair.

Time it!
It is important to get your ride within the time boundaries as these are strictly adhered to. Yet
more marks at stake here!


The Music
It’s important to choose music you will love to ride to – it helps to keep you smiling. This is your
chance to express yourself and your horse’s personality. Film your riding, then pick the music to
fit it. Try to get the changes in music to match changes of pace. There were examples of people
riding to a variety of musical styles – Big Band (looked great); Pop (worked well); Mental (yes
really!!)

Should you have vocals?
You can, as long as it enhances what you’re doing rather than distracting from the dressage. BD
rules say there is discretion on the use of vocals. Equidance illustrated how they can fade the
vocals in and out so the melody is there and matches the paces as you ride – that’s clever!
Factoid - 75% of music for dressage is fully instrumental.

The judging guidelines look for;
Tempo/rhythm – is it right for the horse?
Does the beat match the paces/transitions?
Does the music enhance what you see?
Does the music match the transitions? You need to be in sync.
Is there a theme to the arrangement? The music needs to fit together stylistically.
(Continued on the next page..)
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A complete novice gives you feedback on
The Equidance Live Dismounted BRC Demo
Continued…..
We then watched Becky Moody ride at Grand Prix level to a Madonna montage – it wouldn’t have
been an obvious choice but really worked.
Some additional tips
Make sure the music and choreography fit together.


Make sure there is a defined/distinct beginning and end. First and lasting impressions really
count.



Keep transitions between music smooth.



Consider novelty elements. I thought these could look a bit cheesy but the video clip where
the Bond Theme music stopped and the spoken lines, ‘Hello, can I help you? Yes, my name
is Bond, James Bond’ at the initial entry halt really brought a smile and left a great
impression. I guess you just need to hope that you share a sense of humour with the judge!
Could be risky??

Finally, lots of questions get asked about the licence for using music. If you are a BD member you
will be covered if you do your own music for your own use. If you commission music from a
company, they have the licence to sell you the arrangement for a specific purpose and the venue
will have a licence to play the music.
The final treat to finish the evening was to see Jane Lavington on her Grand Prix Clydesdale
Boston Deluxe. It was so beautiful to watch and they truly looked like they were dancing together
to the music. This level of riding is far beyond me and Duke but who doesn’t dream of that perfect
harmony of horse and rider in time to your favourite music?
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
They are offering a £10 freestyle arrangement discount if you are interested - Code BRC10V
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
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Feedback on BHS Road Safety webinar
Webinar presented by Des Payne, from the BHS Safety Department who has previously served
with the Household Calvary.
BHS is the largest equine charity in the UK with 70 equestrian safety volunteers and 1000
volunteers across the BHS.
The Dead Slow Campaign was launched in 2016
https://www.bhs.org.uk/our-work/safety/dead-slow
THE STATISTICS
Over 1,000 road incidents involving horses were reported to the BHS in the last year, of these 46
horses died and 118 were injured.
130 people have been injured because of road incidents, 45% of
riders were victims to road rage or abuse, 80% of incidents occurred
because a vehicle passed by too closely to the horse, 43% of
incidents occurred because a vehicle passed by too quickly.
Only 1 in 10 BHS members have reported an incident to the BHS, you
don’t have to be a member to report an incident.
In a survey, Brake reported that 48% of people said they break the speed limit on rural roads,
68% think that it is acceptable. 25% of people think 60mph is a safe speed to drive on a road
where you may encounter a horse rider.
The BHS are working to:

Tips for owners:








Educate drivers how to pass horses
safely.
Impart our knowledge to them.
There are 3 brains working!

They have also had involvement in the Highway
Code consultation and revisions.

SAFER DRIVERS




De-sensitise your horse to what it may find
out hacking.
Ensure it is responsive to your aids.
Remember to always work towards
Attention - Respect - Trust with your horse.

SAFER HORSES
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(Continued on the next page..)

Feedback on BHS Road Safety webinar
Continued...
The guidance from the BHS and the Highway Code is to:
















Avoid riding at dusk, in the dark, snow or ice.
Wear hi-viz and fluorescent clothes at all times, even when riding off road.
Take reasonable precautions.
Are you insured?
Always wear protective headgear, get it check that it fits correctly.
Read the Highway Code.
Can you control your horse?
Where to position your horse on the road (this can change with the type of road you are riding on,
bends, speed of traffic, inexperience horse etc).
Check the traffic behind you, pull in and let it past at a safe place.
Give clear and assertive hand signals.
Show and return courtesy.
Assess your route, is it suitable today? Any events going on in the area?
Who knows where and when you are going?
In Case of Emergency (ICE) contact name and number on your mobile.
Have the What 3 Words app downloaded on your mobile.

Report incidents and near misses to www.horseincidents.org.uk or on the new HORSE I app (584 reports
were made in the last month).
Consider completing the BHS Ride Safe Award - https://pathways.bhs.org.uk/ride-safe-award/

SAFER RIDERS
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Blind date with a difference!!
Jill White
So, how did I get from going on a blind date (no not him being blind!) to running this agency? I’m
not entirely sure but I was offered to try out some Pro-Equine Alternative Fly Spray putting it
under different trial conditions by using it on Minky (my horse) on endurance rides - i.e. lots of
sloshes, sweat and open country and different sorts of bitey things. It was extremely effective and
I continued to use it for the season - I liked the fact that it was a 100% natural product and
actually promoted healthy skin. The date didn’t last as well as the fly spray but we remain good
friends to this day.
Well, we all know what happened in 2020 and it saw me out of work and unable to find a job for
the first time in my life! It coincided with my friend declaring that he was moving away from
running the agency and would I be interested. Well, much brain-storming and head scratching
followed with lots of studying, questions and late-night reading sessions and this led me to where
I am today - a Pro-Equine Agent, amongst other things. What I really like about this company is
they are honest, straight to the point and, yay, run by women - even the warehouse is all female!!
(Really sorry chaps!) They keep looking forward and have moved to using recyclable and
recycled containers (try saying that after a few glasses).
Both the founder and partner are horsey ladies, based in Scotland and, joy of joys, all products
are made in the UK using the highest quality natural ingredients, tried and tested and totally FEI
legal. As such, they can be used on horses (Minky tries out stock before I load it for sale), dogs
(Smudger uses Bug Buster Shampoo), humans (I have been known to wear the Fly Spray - ask
Ella), chickens (red mite hate Neem Oil) - and that’s just ones I know.
The whole ethos of the Company is to create a range of all-natural products that work, and work
quickly with no loading doses, thereby helping our horses and dogs. The advantage of this is all
products are competition and racing legal, being suitable for the retired animal through to the
competition beast.
As fellow horse owners, the team at Pro-Equine knows that horses can suffer from a huge array
of problems over their lifetime and their experience and in-depth knowledge have contributed to
developing an extensive range that tackles gastric, digestive, joint and respiratory concerns as
well as skin and coat issues. Many of these natural products can cover multiple issues such as
the Neem Oil - itchiness, irritated skin, wound care, scar reduction as well as hair loss and of
course insect repellent. They don’t just aim to tackle the symptoms but have developed products,
such as Wunder Gel, Mud Bug Buster and Lavender Sunblock, to prevent problems happening in
the first instance!
I have created a mini-brochure of their range of products with a brief description of what they are
used for, price etc, which I can email over to anyone who would like to know more for themselves
rather than pick my brains. There is a copy on the notice board at Kingfisher too. I’m quite happy
to bring an order to the training clinics at Kingfisher to save postage.
For further information on stock availability (if I haven’t got a product in stock, I will order it with
my next order for you), local yard visits, advice or guidance, please contact me on 07886 520728
or white_jill@hotmail.com
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Oh and I nearly forgot - EMRC members will receive 10% discount off their first order
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